v l (C)-*H l {C)^Z->Z k ,
and branching about K. (For more details, see [l] , [4] .) Mk is a closed, orientable 3-manifold : for example, Mi is just S 3 . If M(t) = (m,y(/)), m ait) £A, is a presentation matrix for H\{C) as a A-module, then it can be shown that a presentation matrix for Hi(Mk) (k>l) as an abelian group is obtained by substituting for each entry ma(t)j which is some finite formal sum, ^v a v t v > say, the kXk block y^v oLpTl, where the summation indicates ordinary matrix addition, and Tk is the k Xk matrix : , [6] .) M(T k ) is then 2hkX2hk, but Seifert showed (see [l] , [ö] ) that it is in fact equivalent (in the sense of presenting the same abelian group) to a.2hX2h matrix, F k say. In [S], Plans shows that this F k can be expressed in terms of two matrices Pk and Qk, which in turn are defined by certain recurrence relations analogous to those defining the Fibonacci numbers. These facts are used to effect a diagonalisation of F k} from which some interesting general conclusions about Hi(Mk) are drawn, perhaps the most striking being the following:
THEOREM (PLANS). If k is odd, then Hi(M k ) is a direct double, i.e. Hi(M k )^G@G,
for some G.
The proof given in [5] is rather long and involved, and it is the purpose of this note to show that, although F k is smaller than M(T k ), the above result actually follows very easily from an examination of the big matrix.
PROOF.
M(t)-tV-V T .
So by a suitable sequence of row interchanges and column interchanges, M(T k ) can be brought into the form: and hence presents a direct double.
